Lanpostuaren helburua / Objetivo del puesto:
AVS is an international company which skills on engineering design, manufacturing, assembly, tests and supply in the areas of mechatronics, diagnostics and instrumentation, high-precision positioning systems in UHV, high magnetic fields and cryogenics, micromechanisms, optomechanical systems and neutron detection. Are you passionate about the world of science and space? Do you like challenges and to learn new things every day? If your answer is yes, this is your company and we are looking forward to meeting you.

Lantokia / Lugar de trabajo:
Elgoibar (Gipuzkoa)

Egin beharreko zereginak edo eginkizunak / Tareas o funciones a realizar:

Eskatzen diren betekizunak / Requisitos exigidos:
- Studies: • Degree in Mechanical Engineering. • Double Degree in Mechanical Engineering and Industrial Electronics and Automation Engineering. • Master in Mechanical Engineering. - Computing: Knowledge at user level of Microsoft Office and Internet. - Languages: English level C1, other languages will be assessed.

Eskaintzen dena / Se ofrece:
- Join a company in constant growth and in full expansion. - Join into a young and dynamic team.

OHARRA: enpresak zure CVa jasoko du, Foroa ospatu baino zenbait egun lehenago.
NOTA: la empresa recibirá tu CV unos días antes de la celebración del Foro.